Chinese English learners processing difficulty of English relative clauses in Chinese context thus such a study will enable researchers to find useful insights in understanding the Chinese English learners' acquisition of RCS as well as the process of second language acquisition. It is impassable in Chinese as I known Chinese has no relative clauses form if you really want do this I think you can only make in 2 sentences from your English thinking example the boy that I know is very tall Gt Gt Gt the boy is very tall I know that Gt Gt Gt. Relative clauses in Cantonese okay moving on to the most important part of the lesson yet relative clauses in Cantonese if you dont already know a relative clause is a clause that start with a relative pronoun relative pronouns are who whom where when why which whose that for example you might say things like note 2 the relative pronouns where and when are used with present and time nouns examples fig is a school where children from more than 50 countries are educated 2001 was the year when terrorists attacked the twin towers in New York some relative clauses are not used to define or identify the preceding noun but to give extra information, this project investigates second language learners processing of four types of Chinese relative clauses crossing extraction types and demonstrative classifier DLC positions using a word order judgment task with a whole sentence reading technique the study also discusses how psycholinguistic theories bear explanatory power in L2 data, the former have what are known as bound relative clauses while the latter have free relative clauses the word that can only be used in bound relative clauses I just wanted to add this note to let you know that when you see a free relative clause you can translate it to Chinese similarly e.g. I like what he sees, a relative clause RC is a clause that modifies a noun such as that the senator attacked or that John met RCS are possible in most locations but they are very difficult to comprehend when they modify the subject of another RC in an subject verb object sVO language like English such as the modification of the senator by that John met in 1c a relative clause is a kind of subordinate clause that contains an element whose interpretation is provided by an antecedent on which the subordinate clause is grammatically dependent that is there is an anaphoric relation between the relativized element in the relative clause and the antecedent on which it depends, relative clause in Chinese and more precisely relative clauses that would in principle qualify as appositives by virtue of the fact that they modify proper names and pronouns del gobbo 2001 2002 2003 and Zhang 2001 maintain that Chinese relative clauses consistently show the behavior of restrictive relative, 2 1 2 the effect of grammatical relations on relative clause processing and acquisition in the Chinese languages 8 2 2 animacy 12 2 2 1 the effect of animacy in relative clause processing and acquisition 12 2 2 2 the effect of animacy in Chinese relative clause processing 16 2 3 resumptive pronouns 18, re write these sentences using relative clauses use who whose and which example he drank the juice he made the juice he drank the juice which he made a lion is an animal it is very strong a lion a novelist is a person he writes novels a novelist that is he writes novels a bottle opener is a device it opens bottles a bottle opener the girl speaks Chinese, duce the topic of relative clauses followed by several available processing accounts and then discuss how these models might function in Mandarin relative clauses example of a Mandarin Chinese relative clause SRC T I zhz shzhng shzhng zhz T I de zhj i cing le lin, earlier studies of Chinese relative clause processing e.g. hsiao and gibson 2003 lin and bever 2006 directly presented Chinese relative clauses such as those in 1 1 in isolated sentences, this article may be used for research teaching and private study purposes any substantial or systematic reproduction redistribution reselling loan sub licensing systematic supply or distribution in any form to anyone is expressly forbidden the publisher does not give any warranty express or implied or make any representation that the contents will be complete or accurate or up to date, relative clause Chinese differs from English however in that a quantifier in the relative clause may not have wide scope over a quantifier in the head of the relative clause thus in 14 the head of the relative clause sanben shu three books in its surface position is, contradictory results have been found in Chinese as to whether subject relative clauses are easier to process than object relative clauses one major disagreement concerns the region where the difficulty arises in this study a maze task was used to localise processing difficulty by requiring participants to make a choice between two alternatives at every single position of the sentence, the relative position of demonstratives and relative clauses in Mandarin Chinese tao ming concordia college in Mandarin Chinese there are two possibilities with regard to the relative order of relative clauses RC and demonstrative expressions DM a relative clause may either precede a demonstrative expression RC DM or follow it DM RC, structures a key word order difference between Chinese and other subject verb object languages is that Chinese relative clauses precede their head noun because of this word order difference the results follow from a resource based theory of sentence complexity according to which there is a, on gapless relative clauses in Chinese Hui chin joyce Tsai national tsing hua university introduction this paper discusses the so called gapless relative constructions in Chinese 1 previous studies tend to assume that gapless relative clauses as one type of relative clauses and thus provide unify analysis cf Tsai 1997 Ning 1993, in the sentence the restaurant that we went to has closed that we went to is a relative clause in the sentence the man that Diana was speaking to was my ex boss the phrase that Diane was speaking to is a relative clause, relative clauses what is a relative clause see a list of all the exercises about relative clauses here we can use relative clauses to join two English sentences or to give more information about something I bought a new car it is very fast I bought a new car that is very fast she lives in New York, in Mandarin Chinese the relative clause is similar to other adjectival phrases in that it precedes the noun that it modifies and ends with the relative particle de if the relative clause is missing a subject but contains an object in other words if the verb is transitive the main clause noun is the implied subject of the relative clause, we discuss three typological characteristics relevant to the acquisition of relative clauses RCS in Cantonese and Mandarin the nominal position of RCS II the availability of an internally headed analysis for Cantonese object RCS and III Chinese RCS as a subset of noun modifying constructions the acquisition studies suggest that Chinese differs from languages with post, this project investigates second language learners processing of four
types of chinese relative clauses crossing extraction types and demonstrative classifier dcl positions using a word order judgment task with a whole sentence reading technique the study also discusses how psycholinguistic theories bear explanatory power in l2 data, the accessibility hierarchy in chinese relative clauses yi xu department of east asian languages and literatures university of pittsburgh xuyi pitt edu abstract generative grammarians often believe that learner language is systematic in that it adheres to fundamental principles that guide natural languages, chinese and the cross linguistic subject relative advantage this universal processing pattern of rcs has inspired many explanations see for a comprehensive summary we focus on two alternative explanations which make opposing predictions for chinese relative clauses which is the focus of the present paper, this thesis investigates relative clauses henceforth rcs in mandarin chinese as spoken in taiwan from both syntactic and processing perspectives i also explore the interaction between these two areas for example how evidence from one area lends support to or undermines theories in the other area there are several goals i hope to achieve first of all there is a significant gap in the, three experiments investigated chinese relative clause processing with children youths and elders using sentence picture matching and self paced reading methods in experiment 1 we found that, relative translate learn more in the cambridge english chinese traditional dictionary, some authors zhang 2001 del gobbo 2003 2004 2005 claim that relative clauses in mandarin chinese can only be interpreted as restrictive others see lin 2003 instead maintain that relative clauses in this language can be both restrictive and appositive in this paper i claim that chinese relative clauses modifying proper names and, extracted relative clauses srs and object extracted relative clauses orcs in supportive contexts in chinese it is argued that lack of a consistent pattern in the literature for the comparison between chinese srs and orcs is due to potential temporary ambiguity in these constructions in null contexts by placing the materials in, this study addresses the question of whether native mandarin chinese speakers process and comprehend subject extracted relative clauses srs more readily than object extracted relative clauses orcs in mandarin chinese presently this has been a hotly debated issue with various studies producing contrasting results using two eye tracking experiments with ambiguous and unambiguous rcs this, students often get confused when to use commas and when not to when it comes to relative clauses simply put if the relative clause identifies a generic noun do not use commas when the relative clause gives extra information about the noun offset it with commas these are known as non restrictive relative clauses, alternates and focus distribution of chinese relative clauses revisited abstract the syntax and the function of chinese relative clauses have been a hot issue in linguistic studies given that typologically modifiers of nominals rarely occur before a demonstrative gc greenberg 1963 cinque 2005, relative clauses rcs in chinese are prenominal in object modifying object extracted rcs e g click on rc the ball broke window meaning click on the window rc that the ball broke the ambiguous status of the local noun ball and the long distance attachment of the head noun window into the main verb appear to make online parsing of chinese rcs particularly difficult, lin chinese and english relative clauses ences in processing and language use to the position of the heads internal to noun phrases rather than to other factors in section 2 of this article we report a corpus study of chinese relative clauses, pdf we discuss three typological characteristics relevant to the acquisition of relative clauses rcs in cantonese and mandarin i the prenominal position of rcs ii the availability of an, sung yao ting tu jung yueh cha jih ho and wu ming da 2016 processing preference toward object extracted relative clauses in mandarin chinese by l1 and l2 speakers an eye tracking study frontiers in psychology vol 7 crossref google scholar, revisit relative clause islands in chinese chun chieh natalie hsu national cheng kung university there are two inconsistencies regarding the violation of relative clause islands that challenge current analyses for relative clauses in chinese first the violation is acceptable only when the relative clause island is located in the, chinese also has relative clause structures however unlike relative clauses in english chinese relative clauses precede their head nouns so the syntactic analysis in chinese is based on a head final parser the word de is the relative clause marker in chinese examples of chinese relative clause are given in sentences 2a and 2b 2 a, the key here is that unlike in the original sentence the person is now the implicit subject of the relative clause this technique works trivially when the clause describes a reciprocal action with with sometimes even if the action is not reciprocal you can also get it to work by replacing the verb of the clause with its antonym, chinese relative clauses like other noun modifiers precede the noun they modify like possessives and some adjectives they are marked with the final particle de a free relative clause is produced if the modified noun following the de is omitted a relative clause usually comes after any determiner phrase such as a numeral and classifier, processing chinese relative clauses in context edward gibson1 and h h iris wu2 1brain and cognitive sciences department massachusetts institute of technology cambridge ma usa 2department of english national taiwan normal university taipei taiwan this paper presents a self paced reading experiment comparing the processing of, target language form relative clauses in strikingly different ways she also noted that while chinese and japanese learners do not use relative clauses with great frequency they use them with a high degree of accuracy when they do use them liu 1998 investigated english relative clauses produced by junior high school students in taiwan, anaimy effects in chinese relative clause processing fuyun wu1 elsi kaiser2 and elaine andersen3 institute of linguistic studies shanghai international studies university shanghai china 2department of linguistics university of southern california los angeles ca usa 3department of psychology university of southern california los angeles ca usa, chen b ning a bi h and dunlap s 2008 chinese subject relative clauses are more difficult to process than object relative clauses acta psychologica 129 6165 chen c y 1999 the second language acquisition of chinese relative clauses the world of chinese language 94 5976, suo relative clauses in mandarin chinese 917 3 1 theories for relatives there are two main approaches to relatives in the literature the complementation structure schachter 1973 kayne 1994 bianchi 1999 2000 to name a few and the, 1 canadian journal of linguistics 58 2 239 265 2013 object relative
clauses in archaic chinese edith aldridge university of washington 1 introduction this paper examines headless object relative clauses in late archaic chinese of the 5th to 3rd centuries bce and proposes that they are reduced relative clauses with genitive subjects, this paper proposes that late archaic chinese object relative clauses were reduced relative clauses consisting of a tp dominated by dp they contained a functional morpheme suo which attracted an operator to the edge of the vp before moving to t in, external to the relative clause and that the gap in the relative clause is not a copy or a trace of the head noun 2 2 operator movement analysis according to the operator movement analysis of relative clauses the gap in the relative clause is a trace copy of a null operator which has moved to spec cp of the relative clause
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